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Overview

- Context – Griffith University, global environment
- Two e-infrastructure projects
- Benefits
- Concluding thoughts
  - Role of information professional
  - Role of the library organisation
- Established 1975
- 40,000 students from 124 countries
- Top 5% of the World’s universities (The Times HES – QS World Universities Rankings 2010)
- Research between 8th and 10th nationally
- 40 research centres
- Ethos of cross-disciplinary research, sustainability and social inclusion
Pro Vice Chancellor
Information Services

Learning and Teaching
- Blended Learning
- Education Design Services
- Learning Services
- Multi Media and Audio Visual Development
- Digitisation and Distribution Services
- Off campus & Assignment Handling

Scholarly Information & Research
- Academic Group Services
- Scholarly Information Systems
- Research Content Services
- eResearch Services
- Library & IT Help Services
- Library Lending Services

Information & Communication Technology
- Enterprise Architecture
- Desktop, Labs, IT/AV/Support Services
- Enterprise Information Systems
- Communication & Collaboration Technologies
- ICT Infrastructure
- ICT Project Delivery
- Learning & Teaching and Library Systems
- Griffith Printing Services

Manager, Planning Office
Executive Support, Planning, Policy, Service management, Project portfolio management and Quality Assurance
Global Environment

- Global competitiveness – research funding, staff and students
- Much more information available for research use
- Publishing models changing
- Funding bodies seeking better return on investments
- Rapid development of technology
- National investment in e-infrastructures

National (Australian) Environment

- Improve services to increase research performance
- National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy funded project – Seeding the Australian Research Data Commons
- Education Infrastructure Fund project – Build a Metadata Aggregator
Seeding the Australian Research Data Commons Project

260 Researchers
4 Academic Librarians
1 IT developer
1 eResearch Specialist (Metadata)
The Metadata Exchange Hub (or Research Hub)

Australian National Data Service (ANDS)

National Library of Australia (NLA)
Registry Interchange Format - Collections and Services (RIF-CS)
Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention Collection

Collection

Brief description: The Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention is a collection accessible to the Griffith community that includes information on AISRAP Centre materials, closed project content, surveys, questionnaires, fact sheets, research reports, conference presentations and more. Users external to Griffith University require access authorisation. Please contact the Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention for access permission requirements.

Access rights: Collection accessible to Griffith community only. Users external to Griffith University require access authorisation. Please contact the Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention for access permission requirements.

url: http://equella.rcs.griffith.edu.au/...  

Address: Griffith University
Mt. Gravatt Campus
QLD
Australia
4122

Field of research (ANZSRC):
CLINICAL SCIENCES
PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH SERVICES

Associated with:
An Investigation into Suicidal Behaviours by Males during the Process of Marital and De Facto Separation.
The development and evaluation of an online support system for mental health workers in rural, remote and regional areas
Beyond psychopathology: Pathways to suicide in mentally well young adult males

Managed by:
Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention

Owned by:
Professor · Diego · De Leo

Related information: http://vitro-test.rcs.griffith.edu.au/...  

Link to Source Data Collection at Griffith
Link to Project Profile
Link to Project Profile
Link to Research Group Profile
Link to Researcher Profile
Link to Griffith Research Hub
The Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention Collection is a collection accessible to the Griffith Community that includes information on AISRAP Centre materials, closed project content, surveys, questionnaires, fact sheets, research reports, conference presentations and more.

Sub Topics
- AISRAP Centre
- Applications
- Case Studies
- Ethics
- Projects (Completed)
- Projects PhD (Completed)
- Publications
- Teaching and Learning

Search within these results

The query can contain simple keywords, phrases (using double quotes, e.g. "Australian animals"), boolean phrases and wildcards (",", ?), e.g. "cats AND dog**" will only match items that contain "cats" and any word beginning with 'dog'.

More searching help and features...

Advanced Search

Results showing 1 to 10 of 27

The incidence of suicidal behaviours in Indigenous communities in Queensland – Evaluation ... ( PDF Document )

The incidence of suicidal behaviours in Indigenous communities in Queensland – Evaluation and development of baseline data - Progress Report - Correspondence ARH

Date 17/03/11 13:00
Version 1
Status live
Diego De Leo

Positions

- Aust Inst Suicide Res&Prevent, Director, Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention

Research Overview

Subject Area

- Algebra and Number Theory
- Applied Sociology, Program Evaluation and Social Impact Assessment
- Biological Psychology (Neuropsychology, Psychopharmacology, Physiological Psychology)
- Central Nervous System
- Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
- Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice

Co-Author Network

Co-Investigator Network

M24 1.42
MT GRAVATT CAMPUS
Messines Ridge Road Mt Gravatt QLD

d.deleo@griffith.edu.au
tel: +61 7 3735 3382
Diego De Leo

Co-Author Network (GraphML File)

Profile

Diego De Leo
Research Hub profile | Co-author network
276 Publication(s)
38 Co-author(s)
1999 First Publication
2010 Last Publication

Note: This information is based solely on publications which have been added into the Research Hub system. This may only be a small sample of the person's total work.
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Role of Information Professionals in Research Data Management

- Capture connections
- Encourage preservation
- Find legacy material
- What to keep
- What to share
- Identify suitable repositories

- Data standards
- Cross walking
- Search for matching data

- Publishing Research, Results Dissemination, Curation and Preservation of Data
- Data Collection, Processing, Computation and Analysis, Experimentation, Conduct Research

- Start Here
- Idea Discovery
- Research Proposal
- Preservation strategy
- Assist with research data management plan

- Manage data sources
- Identify collaborators
- Data availability
Shared Benefits

The Researcher
• Increase research impact
• Increased opportunities to collaborate
• Build their research profile

The University
• Prestige/impact
• Cost efficiencies
• Good research practices
• Build research partnerships
• Attract research students

Australia
• More productive and competitive
• Attract funding, people, research partners
• Build national competitive advantage
• More effective use of public funds
Roles Involving Information Services in Managing Research Data

- Information broker / relationship facilitator
- Closer relationships with key groups
- Content manager (not owner)
- Lead institutional thinking in this domain
- Influence policy
- Adopt new technologies
- Provide statistics on data usage
- Standards and ontology development
- Data preservation role
- Intellectual Property and licensing
QUESTIONS?
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